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Saudi Airlines uses big data to generate higher profits and a
competitive advantage
Prior to engaging Microsoft Consulting Services,
every division of Saudi did its own analyses, and had
their own perspective of their operation. Now, with
highly flexible, rich information readily available,
Saudi has clear visibility into everything going on
within their business, with their customers, and the
market, giving them a strong competitive advantage.

The Microsoft solution provides faster, higher
performance reporting and has empowered
employees and executives to be more proactive
as they look forward with a clearer, more
predictive lens.

“The new BI solution is like turning on the
headlights of a car on a curvy, dark road. It helps us
tone our marketing, determine our pricing
strategy, and our service offering. It is a
competitive advantage, and a valuable tool. We
will protect it because it gives us an edge over
airlines in the region and in the world.”
Muhammad Ali M. Albakri, CIO/CFO

Increased access to high quality data and
information consolidated across several complex
systems has improved operational functions such
as maintenance and fuel management and has
increased Saudi Airline’s overall efficiencies
globally up to 2%.

To read the case study in full, click here.

